A new method for blind sources separation of instantaneous mixtures is developed. It exploits both the spectral and time and diversity of the sources and is based on the Gaussian mutual information. As a result, it uses only second order statistics and can be efficiently implemented through a joint diagonalization algorithm. Simulation result illustrates the good performance of the method.
INTRODUCTION
Early source separation methods implicitly assume a mixture model in which the sources are iid (independent identically distributed) (see [l] for a review). It is then well known that blind separation can be achieved only if all sources (except possible one) are non Gaussian. In this paper, we will show how the "nonproperties" of the sources: the non independent (the first i in iid) and the non stationary (the second i in iid) can be exploited to improved the separation. In particular, non gaussianity is no longer needed. This permits the use of second order statistics only. As a consequence, we obtain quite simple and easy to implemented algorithms. We are in effect exploiting the diversity of the souTces, either in the frequency domain (non flat spectrum) or in the time domain (varying power). Our method in fact combines the results of two earlier works [4, 6, 21, which exploit either the spectral diversity or the time diversity the sources, but not both.
THE MIXTURE MODEL
We shall restrict ourselves to the simplest mixture model: instantaneous linear mixture without noise and with the same number of sources and sensors: X(t) = AS(t), where 
X(t) =

THE MUTUAL INFORMATION APPROACH
The "classical" mutual information approach minimizes the marginal mutual information between the reconstructed sources: 
In terms of the entropy, the criterion writes 
THE GAUSSIAN MUTUAL INFORMATION
The estimation of joint entropy (of several variables) is very costly and requires a lot of data. Therefore we shall consider the Gaussian entropy H , instead. It is defined as the (joint) entropy of a Gaussian variable (vector) having the same variance (covariance matrix) as the considered random variable (vector). Thus, by a direct calculation;
where cov{yk(T,)} denotes the covariance matrix ofYk (T,) and e = exp (1).
The corresponding mutual information is called the Gaussian mutual information. It involves only second order statistics.
Time frequency approach
Assume that the process { Y k ( t ) , t E T,} is stationary (more precisely a segment of a stationary process). Then, denoting by f its the spectral density, it is well known ([3]) that as T I N -+ 00:
We shall assimilate the above left hand side as the same as the right hand side. Further, as f, we take the instantaneous spectral density f~, (t,, .) of the { Yk ( t ) } process at the time t,, the center of the interval T,. Thus, Note however that instantaneous spectral density cannot exactly be estimated. What is actually estimated is its average over some time window. Likewise the spectral density at a precise frequency cannot be estimated, only its average over some frequency window around it can be.
Thus it makes sense to consider a grid of regularly spaced frequencies A I , . . . , AM and replace the integration by a Riemann sum. This leads us finally to the criterion
Here fyk (t,, A, ) should be interpreted as the average instantaneous spectral density over a time-frequency window centered at (tn, A,). The window widths are T12V and 1/M and should be of the same order as the spacings between t , and A, .
Sparcity interpretation
The criterion C can be interpreted as a sparcity criterion. Indeed, fyk (t,, A, ) describes the distribution of the average energy of the signal Ykover time and frequency. For a same amount of average energy:
the quantity E,"=, E : = , ( N M ) -' log fy, (t,, A, ) is smaller when the energy distribution is more concentrated in the tirne:frequency plane. This is because the log function yields large negative value for small argument.
Thus, a natural sparcity criterion for extracting a single k-th source is
As we would like to extract all sources, we may sum up the above expression with respect to the source index k . 
E E [ Y ( t ) Y * ( t ) ] = B{ 2 E [ X ( t ) X T ( t ) ] } B T t=l
T
t=1 T
One can then easily seen that the resulting criterion is precisely C, up to a constant term.
Separability question
As the Gaussian mutual criterion involves only second order statistics (the spectrum), can one be sure that it can separate the sources ? The answer is yes, thanks to the instantaneous mixture model and the spectral diversity of the sources, either in the frequency or time domain. Specifically, by a similar argument as in 141, we can prove the fol- it is minimized if and only if the reconstructed sources coincide with the real sources up to a permutation and a scaling).
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD
The criterion C can be written, up to a constant term, as where fx is the instantaneous spectral matrix of the non stationary vector process {X(t)} and diag(.) builds a diagonal matrix from its argument
The term inside the above curly bracket { } can be seen to be a measure of deviation fmm diagonality of the matrix B f x ( t n , X,)BT, according the Hadamard inequality [3] . Thus C is a joint diagonalization criterion.
Therefore to implement the method, one would need (i) an estimation procedure of the instantaneous spectral matrix and (ii) a joint diagonalization algorithm
Joint diagonalization algorithm
In [5] , a joint diagonalization algorithm have been developed. It finds a matrix B which minimizes
where P I , . . . , PL are given positive definite matrices. In the present context, the matrices PI are Hermitian complex, but B is constrained to be real. It can then be show that one can replace PL by its real part, the solution to the minimization problem would be the same, only the attained minimum differs. Another point is that P1 is of the form f x ( t n , A, ) and the spectral density possesses the symmetry property:
Thus it is of interest to choose M even and the A, such
This way, the number of matrices to be diagonalized is halved.
The algorithm works similarly to the Jacobi method, by making successive transformations
. , Bi. the ith-row of B , for all pairs of rows of the matrix B. The transformation matrix Tij can be chosen so that the criterion decreases sufficiently. It equals (for real P1)
where A cycle over all pair ( i , j ) is call a sweep. When completed, it is repeated until convergence is achieved.
Estimation of instantaneous spectral matrix
This can be done through a time-frequency analysis. However, care should be taken to ensure that the estimated (instantaneous) spectral density matrix is positive definite.
To this end, we shall use a very simple technique based on thk blocking idea: the data set is subdivided (in time) into blocks and spectral estimation is done is each of them.
To avoid discontinuity, it is preferable to consider a sliding time window (a taper) which decreases continuously to zero. The (overlapping) "blocks" are formed by multiplying the data with such window.
Time domain method
0 Let w be a taper window satisfying E, w2(s) = 1, one estimates the instantaneous covariance function by 
Frequency domain method
One multiplies the signal X ( t ) by a complex expoOne then low-pass filter the result by a filter with nential, yielding Xx(t) = e P x t X ( t ) . 
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SIMULATION
We provide here a simulation result illustrating the good performance of the algorithm. We consider 4 audio signals from which we extract sequences of 1000 samples (this correspond to a very short duration since the sampling rate is about 12 kHz). They are displayed in figure 1. These sources are then mixed through a Hadamard matrix 1 1 1 1
The mixtures are displayed in figure 2 and we apply the algorithm to them with 4 frequency channels and 4 time blocks of length 250. The algorithm also takes only 6 sweeps to converge. 
CONCLUSION
The proposed method is simple and cheap to implement: it uses only second order statistics. The joint diagoinalization algorithm is very fast. It is quitepexible, exploiting both the spectral diversity and source non stationarity through the choice of 2 parameters: (i) The number of frequency channels (or frequency resolution): setting it to 1 (minimum resolution) ignores the spectral diversity of the sources and only exploits its nonstationarity; and (ii) The number of time blocks (or stationarity time): setting it to 1 (maximum stationarity time) ignores sources non stationarity and only exploits their spectral diversity.
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Figure 2: mixtures
The reconstructed sources are displayed in figure 3 . It can be seen that the sources are well recovered. The global matrix BA equals actually 1
